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Efficient, durable and safe: Ultramid® Advanced for today’s fuel 
cell technologies 

 Nuvera Fuel Cells uses BASF polyphthalamide (PPA) in several 
components of its new 45kW fuel cell engine 

 Ultramid® Advanced N3HG6 shows excellent thermal and chemical 
resistance, outstanding mechanical properties and a stable long-term 
performance 

The American manufacturer of heavy-duty, zero-emission engines Nuvera Fuel 

Cells, Billerica, Massachusetts is now using BASF’s polyphthalamide (PPA) 

Ultramid® Advanced N to manufacture several components in its latest generation 

of 45 kW fuel cell engines. The fuel cell engines will be integrated into transit buses 

and delivery vehicles in China over the next three years. The components, such as 

manifold, thermostat housing, check valve, ejector as well as exhaust pipes, require 

stable material properties across varying temperatures. Ultramid Advanced 

N3HG6 shows excellent thermal and chemical resistance, outstanding mechanical 

properties, high impact strength, good dimensional stability and a stable long-term 

performance. As some of the components are exposed to a variety of media through 

the cooling water, air and hydrogen channels, the PPA compound based on PA9T 

combines excellent chemical resistance with meeting the purity requirements for 

sensitive applications in fuel cells and electronic parts. 
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Nuvera’s challenge for the E-45 fuel cell engine was to find a lightweight solution to 

convert various parts from die-cast aluminum and high-temperature hoses into high-

performance plastics to scale up fuel cell engines to mass-produced parts while 

maintaining performance and safety. For this, Ultramid® Advanced N3HG6 provides 

the safety and quality of the engine parts: It shows excellent stiffness and strength, 

a high toughness as well as a good wear and friction behavior. It successfully proved 

in extensive tests for coolant applications that it can withstand a continuous use 

temperature of 105°C for 10,000 to 20,000 hours in a mixture of ethylene glycol, 

water and hydrogen. The BASF PPA also allows for very low fuel and gas 

permeation as well as low volatiles so that corrosion or fouling of the engine system 

is prevented. 

“In order to retain market share while meeting expanding regulatory requirements, 

vehicle manufacturers need to offer customers zero-emission options that are also 

practical to own, operate and maintain, while delivering the power needed to get the 

job done”, says Gus Block, Director of Marketing and Government Affairs at Nuvera 

Fuel Cells. “Fuel cells are the best answer to meet these demands for many 

commercial and industrial vehicles. With BASF’s PPA, its application know-how and 

tailored technical services, we managed to lower the cost per unit compared to metal 

solutions while getting to market on time. What really impressed us was the speed 

and effectiveness with which BASF was able to assist with design support on some 

of the critical parts, such as manifold covers, in the first approach.” The Nuvera E-

45 Fuel Cell Engine can power mid- and heavy-duty vehicles such as buses, trucks, 

and delivery vans, as well as industrial trucks and other off-road vehicles.  

“Especially the conditioned continuous use temperature demands were higher than 

typical plastics could deliver”, explains Jim Peet, Business Development Manager 

for PPA at BASF. “With our expertise for plastic automotive components, along with 

our CAE support using Ultrasim and our extensive polyphthalamide portfolio, we 

were able to provide the appropriate material for the different fuel cell parts. This 

approach allowed us to help Nuvera develop these challenging new applications 

with optimized performance for one of the key technologies of the future.” 

One of the services provided by BASF was the design optimization with BASF’s 

simulation tool Ultrasim®. For the manifold e.g., a filling and warp analysis was 

conducted: No leakage occurred after the first optimization of the parameters, which 
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sped up the development of the manifold considerably. During the filling analysis, 

BASF and Nuvera discussed particular topics like weld lines, sealing and structural 

improvements.  

About Ultramid® Advanced 

BASF’s polyphthalamide portfolio is based on the four polymers Ultramid® 

Advanced N (PA9T), Ultramid® Advanced T1000 (PA6T/6I), Ultramid® Advanced 

T2000 (PA6T/66) and the long-standing Ultramid® T KR (PA6T/6). They open the 

door to the next generation of lightweight, high-performance plastic components in 

many different sectors including the automotive industry, electronics and electric 

devices, mechanical engineering and consumer goods. The PPA portfolio is 

available globally and complemented by BASF’s Ultrasim® simulation tool and 

extensive experience in application development. It includes more than 50 

compounded grades for injection molding and extrusion, products with or without 

flame retardants. The compounds are available in different colors, from colorless to 

laser-markable black, with short-glass, long-glass or carbon fiber reinforcement, and 

with various heat stabilizers. 

 

Further information: www.ultramid-advanced-n.basf.com and www.ppa.basf.com. 

 

 

Fakuma 2020: We are going virtual! 

Register now online at fakuma.basf.com to chat with our experts, to experience 

interactive lectures and to explore the latest highlights on our virtual platform. 

http://www.ultramid-advanced-n.basf.com/
http://www.ppa.basf.com/
https://plastics-rubber.basf.com/global/en/performance_polymers/topics/fakuma.html
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About BASF 
At BASF, we create chemistry for a sustainable future. We combine economic success with 

environmental protection and social responsibility. More than 117,000 employees in the BASF Group 

work on contributing to the success of our customers in nearly all sectors and almost every country 

in the world. Our portfolio is organized into six segments: Chemicals, Materials, Industrial Solutions, 

Surface Technologies, Nutrition & Care and Agricultural Solutions. BASF generated sales of €59 

billion in 2019. BASF shares are traded on the stock exchange in Frankfurt (BAS) and as American 

Depositary Receipts (BASFY) in the U.S. Further information at www.basf.com. 

About Nuvera Fuel Cells 

Nuvera Fuel Cells, LLC is a manufacturer of heavy-duty, zero-emission engines for mobility 

applications. With facilities located in the U.S. Europe, and China, Nuvera provides clean, safe, and 

efficient products designed to meet the rigorous needs of industrial vehicles and other 

transportation markets. Nuvera is a subsidiary of Hyster-Yale Group, Inc., which designs, 

engineers, manufactures, sells, and services a comprehensive line of lift trucks and aftermarket 

parts marketed globally primarily under the Hyster® and Yale® brand names. Hyster-Yale Group is 

a wholly owned subsidiary of Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, Inc. (NYSE:HY). Hyster-Yale 

Materials Handling, Inc. and its subsidiaries, headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, employ 

approximately 7,900 people worldwide. Learn more about how Nuvera Fuel Cells is making 

hydrogen make sense for zero-emission mobility at www.nuvera.com. 
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